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Abstract— Online social networks (OSNs) have grown in popularity among today's youth, having an effect on 

their social life and motivating them to sign up for various social media platforms. Social media sites offer the 

required tools for a range of tasks, including news generation, Fake accounts have grown to be a serious issue 

with the growth of social media, endangering user security and platform integrity. In this work, we investigate 

how well machine learning (ML) algorithms identify phoney accounts on social media sites like Twitter and 

Instagram. In order to train ML models for spotting fake accounts, we examine user behaviour and account 

attributes, extracting parameters like the number of followers, activity level, and posting behaviour. To pre-

process the data and use different ML techniques, such Random Forest, Support Vector Machines, and XG boost, 

to categorise and identify bogus accounts, we employ Python packages. The findings demonstrate that ML 

algorithms can accurately detect patterns and abnormalities suggestive of phoney accounts and achieve high 

precision in fake account detection. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Social media sites like Instagram and Twitter have developed into vital communication tools that link 

individuals all over the world. The popularity of social media has, however, also encouraged the creation of 

phoney accounts for a variety of nefarious motives. The integrity of the platforms and the safety of users are 

seriously jeopardised by fake accounts, making their detection crucial. 

Machine learning has developed into a reliable method for spotting phoney social media profiles. ML 

systems can spot patterns and abnormalities that indicate bogus accounts by examining user activity and account 

information. To train ML models for spotting bogus accounts, features including the number of followers, account 

creation date, activity level, and posting style can be used.   

For the purpose of detecting bogus accounts, Instagram and Twitter have made APIs available to 

academics and developers. The data is often pre-processed using Python packages to extract useful features and 

get it ready for analysis. Many ML techniques, like Random Forest, Support Vector Machines, and XG Boost, 

can be used to classify and identify bogus accounts once the data has been processed. 

Overall, detecting phony accounts on social media sites like Instagram and Twitter using ML has 

emerged as a crucial field for study and advancement. As social media usage grows, it is increasingly important 

to identify and stop the malicious behavior of phoney accounts.    

  

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

The use of ML for Twitter and Instagram false account detection has been the subject of numerous 

studies. In a study by Almeida et al. (2011), support vector machines (SVM) were used to find spam accounts on 

Twitter by integrating feature engineering and machine learning techniques including Random Forest and SVM. 

The study demonstrated a precision of 97% and a recall of 92% for identifying spam accounts. 

To distinguish fake Instagram profiles, Wang et al. (2016) integrated social and content variables in a 

different study. The study used machine learning methods like Random Forest, SVM, and AdaBoost to accurately 

classify accounts as fake or real, with an accuracy rate of 95%. 

In a study by Lee et al. (2018), they used behavioural characteristics including posting frequency, tweet 

content, and follower count to spot fake Twitter accounts. With an accuracy rate of 95.8%, the results showed 

that SVM was effective in recognising phoney accounts. 

In a study by Wang et al. (2019), the researchers used a combination of deep learning and graph 

convolutional networks to find fake Instagram accounts. The study evaluated a number of variables, such as user 

profile information, post content, and interaction patterns, and it was 91.2% accurate at detecting fake accounts. 
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In a different study, Azarbonyad et al. (2020) used machine learning techniques like Random Forest, 

Decision Tree, and Naive Bayes to recognise fake Instagram accounts. The study's 95.1% accuracy rate in 

identifying fake accounts was made possible by factors like user behaviour, profile information, and post content. 

In a more recent study, Alimova et al. discovered spam accounts on Instagram utilising a combination of 

content and user interaction features (2021). The study was 90% accurate at identifying spam accounts by using 

machine learning techniques like Random Forest and SVM. 

The aforementioned experiments demonstrate how computer learning algorithms may recognise fake 

accounts on social media platforms like Instagram and Twitter. The results show that by looking at user behaviour, 

account attributes, and content trends, fake account patterns and anomalies may be successfully discovered. 

Machine learning techniques like SVM, Random Forest, Decision Tree, Naive Bayes, deep learning, and graph 

convolutional networks can be used to identify fake accounts on these platforms. 

 

III. METHODOLOGY 

Data Collection: Gathering a dataset of Instagram and Twitter accounts is the first step in identifying spammer 

and phoney accounts. There should be a mixture of real, spam, and phoney accounts in this collection. It's crucial 

to make sure the dataset reflects the many account kinds on the site and is diverse. 

 

Feature Extraction: The gathered dataset must now be used to extract features. Finding patterns and traits that 

distinguish between legitimate, spammer, and phoney accounts is required for this. Features can include network 

features like user interactions and graph analysis as well as content features like post frequency, post kind, and 

language used, as well as social features like follower, following, and engagement rate. 

 

Dataset Preparation: The dataset is next cleaned and pre-processed to eliminate unnecessary or missing data, 

normalise, and standardise the characteristics, and balance the classes to guarantee that real, spammy, and phoney 

accounts are equally represented. 

Selection of a Machine Learning Model: The following step is to choose the best machine learning model for 

the given issue. The kind of problem and dataset will determine which model is used. Random Forest, SVM, XG 

Boost, and neural networks are often used models for detecting spammers and bogus accounts. 

Model Training and Testing: After choosing a model, the pre-processed dataset is used to train it, and a different 

testing dataset is used to assess how well it performed. Accuracy, precision, recall, F1-score, and AUC-ROC are 

some of the performance indicators used to assess the model. 

Model Optimization: It's critical to optimise the model to increase performance after assessing the performance 

of the initial model. Adjusting hyperparameters, choosing other feature sets, or investigating alternative methods 

are all examples of optimization. 

 

Deployment: After the best model has been found, it can be put into use on the platform to quickly identify false 

and spammy accounts. The platform is safeguarded from harmful activities thanks to the deployed model's ability 

to continually learn and adapt to new patterns and features of spammer and phoney accounts. 

 

Web Application Development: Use a web framework like Flask or Django to implement the model in a web 

application. 

 

Expected Outcome: A machine learning-based system that can precisely identify spammers and phoney users 

on social networks like Instagram and Twitter is the anticipated consequence of this research. A web application 

that social media managers and moderators may use to identify such people and stop them from engaging in such 

behaviours can be utilised to execute the solution. 
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Fig: Flow Diagram 

 

 
Fig: System Architecture 

 

IV. ALGORITHMS USED 

Support Vector Machines (SVM): 

A supervised machine learning approach called Support Vector Machine (SVM) may be applied to classification 

or regression applications. The method establishes a decision boundary that divides the data into several classes 

according to their characteristics. Maximizing the distance between the decision border and the nearest data points 

from both classes known as support vectors is the objective of SVM. As a result, the model is more reliable and 

accurate and less prone to overfitting. 

 

Random Forest: 

A supervised machine learning technique known as random forest may be applied to both classification and 

regression applications. The advantages of random forest are its excellent accuracy, resistance to noise and 
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outliers, and capacity for handling very big datasets with high dimensionality. 

 

Decision Tree: 

The decision tree algorithm is a machine learning technique that recursively divides the data based on the most 

instructive attributes to produce predictions using a tree-like model. The method selects the feature that yields the 

greatest information gain at each node of the tree, then divides the data according to the feature value. Unless a 

stopping requirement is satisfied, such as reaching a maximum depth or a minimum number of samples per leaf, 

this procedure is continued. The generated tree can be used to categories fresh data or forecast regression. 

Decision trees can handle categorical and continuous data and are easily interpretable and comprehendible. 

Unfortunately, they may not always transfer well to new data and may be susceptible to overfitting. 

 

K-Nearest Neighbours (KNN): 

A straightforward and efficient machine learning approach for classification and regression applications is K-

Nearest Neighbours (KNN). The algorithm predicts the label or value based on the majority or average of the 

labels or values of those k neighbours. It does this by locating the k training instances that are the closest to a new 

input data point (neighbours). The selection of k must be fine-tuned based on the particular situation and dataset. 

KNN is simple to use and effective with small datasets, but because of its high computing cost, it may not be 

appropriate for big datasets. 

 

Gaussian Naive Bayes 

The probabilistic classification method known as Gaussian Naive Bayes is built on the Bayes theorem. The 

assumption is that the characteristics are uniformly distributed and unrelated to one another. The method 

calculates the chance that a new instance will belong to each class based on the frequencies of the attributes in 

the training data. The new instance's predicted class is then determined by selecting the class with the highest 

probability. The Gaussian Naive Bayes method is simple to create and only requires a little quantity of training 

data. It may be used for binary and multiclass classification problems. 

 

XGBoost:  

For classification and regression problems, XGBoost is a gradient boosting technique. It functions by constructing 

a group of decision trees, each of which is taught to fix the flaws of the one before it. Efficiency, scalability, and 

the capacity to manage intricate nonlinear interactions between features are hallmarks of XGBoost. 

 

Logistic Regression:  

For binary classification issues, logistic regression is a statistical approach. Via the application of a logistic 

function to the input characteristics, it simulates the likelihood that an event will occur. The technique can handle 

both continuous and categorical data and is easy to understand. 

 

MLP, or multilayer perceptron: 

A typical artificial neural network for classification and regression problems is the MLP. Each node in it performs 

a weighted sum of its inputs and passes the result via an activation function. It is made up of numerous layers of 

linked nodes. MLP is appropriate for big and high-dimensional datasets and has the ability to learn complicated 

nonlinear correlations between features. 

 

V. WORKING 

It extracts data about users and their labels from a CSV file using pandas (real or fictional). In order to find things 

like duplicates, null values, and feature-feature correlations, it performs some exploratory data analysis (EDA) 

on the data. The labels are also encrypted using Label Encoder from the Scikit-Learn package. 

 

Then script uses the scale () function to scale the features after separating the data into training and testing sets. 

Then, it trains many classification algorithms, such as SVM, Random Forest, Decision Tree, K-Nearest 

Neighbors, Gaussian Naive Bayes, XGBoost, Logistic Regression, and MLP using the training data, and then 

evaluates their performance using the testing data. It evaluates the effectiveness of each algorithm using metrics 

including accuracy, confusion matrix, and classification report. 

 

Lastly, it uses the pickle module to store the trained model after visualizing the accuracy of each method using a 

bar plot. 
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Fig: Accuracy Graph 

 

 

 
Fig: Confusion Matrix 

 

Then the pickle module is then used to load a previously stored machine learning model from a file. The stored 

model has been taught to identify phoney Twitter and Instagram users. 

Finally, using the loaded model, it pulls the feature values from the form data and applies them to a forecast. 

Either "Fake User" or "Real User" is the designation that is anticipated. 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

An effective and efficient method for identifying and stopping unwanted behaviours on social media 

platforms like Instagram and Twitter is spammer and fake account identification using machine learning. The 

algorithms have demonstrated excellent accuracy in identifying spammer and phoney accounts after being trained 

on huge datasets using a variety of variables, including user activity, language, and account information. 

The models created for this study, which used the Random Forest and Support Vector Machine techniques, 

had a high success rate in detecting spammers and bogus accounts. By adding other elements including post 

metadata, account activity, and network parameters, the accuracy was significantly increased. 

Social media platforms may improve their user experience and lower the risks of cyberattacks and data 

breaches by identifying and eliminating spam accounts and phoney accounts. Generally, the problem of harmful 

actions on social media platforms has been effectively addressed by the application of machine learning 

algorithms in spammer and fake account identification 

 

FUTURE ENHANCEMENT  

To increase accuracy and decrease false positives, it could use more sophisticated machine learning 

methods, such as deep learning. Using natural language processing (NLP) tools to analyze the text in social media 

posts and comments might be another way to enhance things. This could provide us more information about user 

behavior and intents. A spam detection system's efficacy and flexibility may also be enhanced by incorporating 

user feedback and input. Ultimately, additional investigation and advancement in this area may result in more 

accurate and efficient ways to spot and eliminate spam and phoney users from social networking sites. 
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VII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT 

 

 
 

 

 
 

Output 1 : Twitter Fake user detected 
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Output 2: Twitter Real user detected 

 

 
 

 
 

Output 1 : Instagram Fake user detected 
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Output 2: Instagram Real user detected 
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